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Infrastructure Cloud
Software Layers
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)
clouds comprise a large number
of software layers: Each physical
machine in the provider’s datacenter runs a virtualization solution with virtual machines that
can be accessed by the cloud users. Within these virtual machines
(VMs), users typically install commodity operating systems like
Linux or Windows and an application server that hosts another
virtual machine (e.g. Java/JVM)
for the actual program the user

Figure 1: HsMemcached use case

HsMemcached: A Key/Value Cache in Haskell
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software layers is a source of
many security issues, which can
be exploited sometimes even if
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fully compatible with the wellknown Memcached protocol. The
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Figure 1 above: An user requests

Apart from basic storage operations, the Memcached protocol
also provides commands for

Our approach tries to minimize
the trusted code base for an individual service by configuring the
software stack within a VM to
include only the absolutely necessary features. Figure 2 shows the
layout of such a tailored stack: A
thin software layer specific to the
virtualization

interface

of
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of text strings and numbers. As
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Figure 2: Tailored Service Layers
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Further Information
Further information about Tailored
Key/Value Store can be found under
Deliverable „D2.1.2—Preliminary
Description of Mechanisms and Components for Single Trusted Clouds“.

Disclaimer
Figure 3: Tailoring process
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the system level and makes tailoring across all layers possible.
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